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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this note is to obtain new explicit oscillation criteria of the
linear delay differential-difference system of neutral type
m md
x t  B x t   A x t r , 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j jdt j1 j1
Ž . n Ž .where x t  , the A and B j 1, . . . , m are real n-by-n matrices,j j
Ž .and the  and r j 1, . . . , m are positive real numbers such thatj j
r    r and      .1 m 1 m
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As usual in many papers of delay equations, the analysis of the oscilla-
tory behavior of solutions is based upon the existence or absence of real
zeros of the corresponding characteristic equation. For neutral scalar
Ž  equations that analysis has been made by many authors see 10 and
.references therein always restricted to the case where the corresponding
Ž .first member of 1 has a single delay. For functional systems and, in
Ž .  particular, to a system like 1 , Kirchner and Stroinski 6 get explicit
oscillation conditions with no restriction on the number of delays. A
similar study relative to an N-order differential system with a single delay
Ž .   Ž  .in the left-hand member of 1 is made by Erbe and Kong 2 see also 3 .
Ž .In both papers is excluded the possibility of the B j 1, . . . , m havingj
eigenvalues with negative real part. This aspect will not have any relevance
 in the criteria given here. More recently Stroinski 9 obtained a result
which for systems is not very easy to apply, but that for scalar equations
seems to be rather helpful.
For systems there isn’t yet an uniformity in the literature, regarding the
definition of an oscillatory solution. For that purpose we will follow the
   4book by Gyori and Ladas 5 : with Rmax r ,  , a solution x:¨ m m
  n Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .TR, of 1 , x t  x t , . . . , x t , is said to be oscillatory1 n
Ž .componentwise if every component, x t , i 1, . . . , n, has arbitrary largei
Ž .zeros. Whenever all solutions of the system 1 are oscillatory component-
Ž .wise we will say that 1 is totally oscillatory componentwise. In Section 3 we
Ž .discuss the nonautonomous case of system 1 and, by the reasons pointed
 out in 5 , a weaker concept of an oscillatory solution is adopted.
Ž .In Section 2 we investigate when the system 1 is totally oscillatory
componentwise. We will provide some spectral bound conditions on the
Ž . Žmatrices A , B j 1, . . . , m , involving the delays r and  jj j j j
. Ž .1, . . . , m , which imply that 1 be totally oscillatory componentwise.
We will make use of the matrix measures, of a matrix, already intro-
duced on this subject by several authors. For a matter of completeness we
recall in the following its definition and main properties.
Denoting by  nn the Banach space of all n-by-n real matrices, for a
  nngiven norm  in  we define a corresponding matrix measure :
 nn as
 I C  1
 C  lim ,Ž .
 0
where C is a matrix in  nn and I is the identity matrix. We will also take
Ž . Ž . Ž .into account the value  C defined as  C  C .
Independently of the considered norm, a matrix measure has always the
Ž  .following properties see 1 :
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Ž .   Ž .  I  C 	  C 	 C ;
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž nn.II  C  C 	  C   C C , C  ;1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .III  C   C , for every 
 0;
Ž . Ž . Ž .IV  C   C , for every 	 0;
Ž . Ž .  1 1V  C 	 C , if C is nonsingular.
Ž .Denoting by 	 C the spectrum of any matrix C, and introducing the
Ž .  Ž .4upper and lower bounds of the set Re 	 C  Re 
: 
 	 C , which
are given by
s C max Re z : z 	 C and l C min Re z : z 	 C , 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
we have:
VI  C 	 l C 	 s C 	  C .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2. TOTALLY OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR
Ž .In order to obtain a sufficient condition which assures that 1 is totally
oscillatory we first state the following lemmas.
  Ž .LEMMA 1. For p , q , 0, j 1, . . . , m , letj j
m m

 
 rj jF 
  
 
 p e  q e .Ž . Ý Ýj j
j1 j1
If r   , andm m
m m
p  1	 e q r   , 2Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j m
j1 jm0
where m 
 1 is such that r   for jm , . . . , m, and  
 r for0 j m 0 m j
Ž .j 1, . . . , m  1, then F 
 has no negatie real zeros.0
Proof. Taking the functions
m m1

 
Ž  . 
Ž r  .m j m j m 
  e  p e and  
  q e ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j
j1 j1
Ž .F 
 has no real negative zero if and only if the equation
 
   
 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
has no real positive root.
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For j 1, . . . , m  1, we have0
qj 
Ž r  .j minf e : 
 0  0,½ 5

while for jm , . . . , m,0
qj 
Ž r  .j mmin e : 
 0  q r   e,Ž .j j m½ 5

Ž .being this minimum attained at 
 1 r   . Therefore assuming thatj m
Ž .3 has a real positive root 
 , we have0
m m
e q r   	  
   
   0  1 p ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j m 0 0 j
jm j10
Ž .  since  
 is strictly decreasing on 0, . This fact is in contradiction
Ž .with the condition 2 .
Ž .Remark 1. Notice that if r 	  , the function  
 above is such thatm m
Ž . Ž . Ž . 0  and    0. On the other hand for the function  

Ž . Ž .we have    p  0. So in such a case we can conclude that F 
m
has at least a positive real root.
  Ž .LEMMA 2. For p , q , 0, j 1, . . . , m , letj j
m m

 
 rj jF 
  
 
 p e  q e .Ž . Ý Ýj j
j1 j1
Ž .F 
 has no real positie zeros proiding that one of the following assumptions
is satisfied:
m
p 	 1, 4Ž .Ý j
j1
m mp e 1j
 log mq r e . 5Ž . Ž .Ý Ý j j m rj jj1 j1
Ž .Proof. Assume that F 
  0 for some real 
  0.0 0
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Ž . m m 
0 jRelatively to 4 , if Ý p 	 1 then Ý p e  1 and soj1 j j1 j
m

 r0 jq eÝ j
j1

   0,m0

 a0 j1 p eÝ j
j1
which is contradictory.
Ž .With respect to 5 , let’s consider the functions
m m

 r 
j jf 
  
 q e and g 
  
 p e .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j
j1 j1
Ž .The function f 
 can be rewritten as
m 1

 r jf 
  
 q e .Ž . Ý jž /mj1
For each j 1, . . . , m, we have
1 1

 r jmin 
 q e : 
  log mq r e ,Ž .j j j½ 5m mrj
Ž . Ž .being this minimum attained at 
 1r log mq r . On the other hand,j j j
for j 1, . . . , m, we have
pj
 jmax 
p e : 
 0  , 4j  ej
being this maximum attained at 
 1 .j
Therefore we have necessarily
m m1 1 pj
log mq r e 	 f 
  g 
 	 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j 0 0mr e j jj1 j1
Ž .which is in contradiction with 5 .
For the matrix
m

 r jA 
  
I e A 
 , 6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
j1
we state the following characteristics.
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 LEMMA 3. For any gien norm,  , and the corresponding matrix mea-
Ž .sure, , assume that  A 	 0, for j 1, . . . , m, andj
m
r  A 1e.Ž .Ý j j
j1
Ž .Then for eery real 
, the matrix A 
 is nonsingular and
11 A 
 	 .Ž .
 A 
Ž .Ž .
Proof. The assumptions on the matrices A , for j 1, . . . , m, implyj
Ž  .that see 7
det A 
  0, for every real 
.Ž .
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, by IV and V we have, for every real 
,
1
 A 
 	 .Ž .Ž . 1 A 
Ž .
Ž Ž ..So we only have to show that  A 
 is positive, for every real 
. For
Ž . Ž . Ž .that purpose, since by II , III , and the fact that  I 1,
m

 r j A 
 	
  A e ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý j
j1
we will prove further that
m

 r jh 
  
  A e  0, for every real 
.Ž . Ž .Ý j
j1
Ž . Ž .In fact suppose that h 
 assumes nonpositive values. Then, as h 0 
 0,
Ž .there will be a real value 
 such that h 
  0. Therefore0 0
m

 r0 j A eŽ .Ý j m
  AŽ .j10 j 
 r0 j  eÝm m m
j1 A  A  AŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýj j jž / ž / ž /
j1 j1 j1
m  AŽ .j
 exp 
 r ,Ý0 jm
j1
 0 AŽ .Ý jž /
j1
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by the convexity of the function u e
 0 u. Through the multiplication of
m Ž .both members of this inequality by Ý r  A  0, we obtain thatj1 j j
m m mr  A  A rŽ . Ž .j j j j

 exp 
 	 r  A .Ž .Ý Ý Ý0 0 j jm m
j1 j1 j1
 0 A  AŽ . Ž .Ý Ýj jž / ž /
j1 j1
However, the function u ueu has an unique minimum attained at
u1, and so the left hand member of this inequality is larger or equal
to e1. This means that then
m1
 	 r  A ,Ž .Ý j je j1
Ž .and a contradiction is obtained. Hence h 
  0, for every real 
, which
completes the proof of the lemma.
Ž . Ž .Now jointly with the matrix A 
 defined in 6 , we shall consider the
matrix
m

 jB 
  
 e B 
 .Ž . Ž .Ý j
j1
  Ž .According to 5, Chap. 6 , all bounded solutions of system 1 are oscilla-
tory componentwise if and only if the equation
det A 
  B 
  0, 7Ž . Ž . Ž .
  Ž .has no roots on  , 0 . Moreover system 1 is totally oscillatory compo-
Ž .nentwise if and only if Eq. 7 has no real roots.
As a consequence of these characterizations on the oscillatory behavior
Ž .of 1 , we state the following theorems.
THEOREM 1. Let r   and m 	m be the lowest integer such thatm m 0
r   , for jm , . . . , m. 8Ž .j m 0
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If
m m
    A 	 0 j 1, . . . , m , and 1 B 	 e  A r   ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j m
j1 jm0
9Ž .
Ž .then all bounded solutions of 1 are oscillatory componentwise.
Ž .Proof. Since  A 	 0, for j 1, . . . , m, thenj
m
 A r  Ž .Ž .Ý j j mm m 1jm0r  A 	 r  A  	 .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý mj j j j ej1 jm  0 1 BÝ j
j1
Ž .Therefore by Lemma 3, A 
 is nonsingular, for every real 
, and by
Ž .consequence all bounded solutions of 1 are oscillatory if and only if
1det I A 
 B 
  0Ž . Ž .
 for every 
  , 0 , that is, if and only if
1  1 	 A 
 B 
 for every 
  , 0 .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .By properties I and VI , this occurs, in particular, whenever
1 A 
 B 
  1, 10Ž . Ž . Ž .
 for every 
  , 0 .
On the other hand we have, for every real 
,
11 A 
 	 ,Ž .
 A 
Ž .Ž .
still be Lemma 3, where through the analysis made in its proof, in view of
m Ž .the condition Ý r  A 1e, one hasj1 j j
m

 r j A 
 
 
  A e  0,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý j
j1
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for every real 
. Thus, for every real 
, we have
 B 
Ž .1 1     A 
 B 
 	 A 
 B 
 	Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  A 
Ž .Ž .
m

 j   
 B eÝ j
j1	 ,m

 r j
  A eŽ .Ý j
j1
Ž .  and condition 10 will be fulfilled if, for every 
  , 0 , one has
m m

 
 rj j   
 
 B e   A e  0. 11Ž .Ž .Ý Ýj j
j1 j1
Considering the function
m m

 
 rj j G 
  
 
 B e   A e ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j
j1 j1
  Ž . Ž .on  , 0 , as G 0  0, all bounded solutions of 1 will be oscillatory
Ž .provided that G 
 has no negative real zeros.
Ž .But regarding the function F 
 of the Lemma 1, corresponding to
   p  B and q   A ,Ž .j j j j
for j 1, . . . , m, we have
G 
  F 
 .Ž . Ž .
Hence the conclusion of the theorem follows directly from Lemma 1.
Ž .Remark 2. As was noticed in the preceding proof, condition 9 implies
m Ž .that Ý r  A 1e. This means that, implicitly, we are requiringj1 j j
the totally oscillatory behavior of the differential-difference system
mdx tŽ .
 A x t r .Ž .Ý j jdt j1
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Ž .THEOREM 2. Let the matrices A , B j 1, . . . , m and the delays r ,  ,j j j j
Ž . Ž .satisfy 8 , 9 and at least one of the conditions
m
 B 	 1, 12Ž .Ý j
j1
m m B e 1j
  log m  A r e . 13Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý j j m rj jj1 j1
Ž .Then 1 is totally oscillatory componentwise.
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of the theorem before, replacing
  Ž .
  , 0 by 
, we obtain, analogously, that system 1 is totally
Ž .oscillatory if the inequality 11 is satisfied for every real 
.
To complete the proof it remains to analyze the case where 
 0.
Taking now
m m

 
 rj j G 
  
 
 B e   A e  0,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j
j1 j1
Ž . Ž .11 holds for every 
 0, if G 
 has no positive real zeros. This
corresponds to having in Lemma 2
G 
  F 
 ,Ž . Ž .
for
   p  B and q   A j 1, . . . , m .Ž .Ž .j j j j
Then by that lemma the theorem follows.
The application of these results requires a previous formulation of the
norm and of the corresponding matrix measure in  nn. As is well known,
  n nna given norm,  , in  , induces a norm in  through the relation
      nn 4C max Cu : u  1 C .Ž .
The norms in  n,
n
       u  u and u max u : i 1, . . . , n 4Ý1 i i
j1
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Ž  T . nnu u , . . . , u induce, respectively, the following norms in  ,1 n
n
   C max c : k 1, . . . , n ,Ý1 i k½ 5
i1
n
   C max c : i 1, . . . , nÝ i k½ 5
k1
Ž   nn. nnC c  . For these norms in  , the corresponding matrixi k
measures are, respectively, given by
  C max c  c : k 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ý1 k k ik½ 5
ik
  C max c  c : i 1, . . . , n .Ž . Ý i i i k½ 5
ki
n T T'  Ž   .For the euclidean norm in  , u  u u u u , . . . , u , the corre-2 n1
nn T  'sponding induced norm in  , is given by C  s C C and theŽ .2
Ž .matrix measure associated to this norm is explicitly given by  C 2
1 TŽ Ž ..s C C .2
For the norms introduced above, Theorem 2 is illustrated in the follow-
ing example.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the system
d
x t  B x t 1  B x t 3  A x t 2  A x t 4 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2dt
14Ž .
where
1 1e e 2 34 4B  , B  ,e e1 2  0 1 4 4
ee2 1 3
A  , A  .e 11 22  e3 2
   With respect to the three norms above,  and  are in this case of1 
e    Ž .easiest application. For the latter one we have B  B  ,  A 1 2  12
2 eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, and  A  . Conditions 8 , 9 , and 13 of Theorem 2 are 2 3
Ž .easily satisfied and so 14 is totally oscillatory componentwise. Notice that
 psince the matrix B has a negative eigenvalue, it is not possible to a ply 61
to this system.
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Remark 3. The preceding theorems can obviously be applied to the
Ž . Ž .scalar case of 1 corresponding to having A , B  j 1, . . . , m . Forj j
           that purpose just observe that            1 2  1 2 
  Ž . , the usual absolute value of a real number, and that then  A 1 j
Ž . Ž . Ž . A   A  A j 1, . . . , m . The interest of Theorem 2 in this2 j  j j
case is expressed in the following example.
EXAMPLE 2. By Theorem 2 one easily concludes that the equation
d 1 1 1
x t  x t  x t 1  ax t 1  bx t 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /dt 2 2 2
1  is totally oscillatory for every a	 0 and b	2 e . As before 6 cannot
 be applied to this equation. The same happens to 9, Theorem 4.5
1 1 whenever e  a	 0. However, when a	e , through 9, Theorem
  1 4.5 the parameter b can run in a larger range: the interval  ,e .
3. NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
Now we shall consider the nonautonomous system
m md
x t  B t x t   A t x t r , 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j jdt j1 j1
Ž . Ž . Ž .where the A t and the B t j 1, . . . , m are continuous functions inj j
  nn Ž .0, with values in  and the delays  and r j 1, . . . , m are asj j
before: 0 r    r , 0      .1 m 1 m
 Following 5 , define the value sgn x, for any x, by sgn x 0, if
x 0, sgn x 1, if x 0, and sgn x1, if x 0; a solution x:
  n Ž  4. Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .TR, Rmax r ,  of 15 , x t  x t , . . . , x t , willm m 1 n
be said to be oscillatory if it is eventually trivial or if at least one of its
Ž .  4 Ž .components, x t , i 1, . . . , n , is such that sgn x t is not eventuallyi i
Ž .constant. Whenever all solutions of the system 1 are oscillatory, we will
Ž .say that 15 is totally oscillatory. This concept coincides for autonomous
Ž .systems like 1 and scalar equations, with the one given in Section 1 of
oscillatory componentwise. But for nonautonomous systems the latter
seems to be stronger.
Through a comparison method with a family of totally oscillatory au-
 tonomous systems introduced in 8 , we will obtain a sufficient condition
Ž .  for 15 to be totally oscillatory, which extends and corrects 4, Theorem 8 .
   For that purpose, given two n-by-n real matrices, D d and C c ,i k ik
we introduce the notation C	D with the meaning that d 	 c , i, ki k ik
1, . . . , n.
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 4 Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3. Let, for each j 1, . . . , m , A t and B t be boundedj j
 matrix alued functions on 0, and denote by A , B , A and B , n-by-nj j j j
real matrices such that
A 	 A t 	 A , B 	 B t 	 B ,Ž . Ž .j j j j j j
for eery t
 0. If , for A 	 A 	 A and B 	 B 	 B , j 1, . . . , m, eachj j j j j j
system
m md
x t  B x t   A x t r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j jdt j1 j1
Ž . Ž .is totally oscillatory componentwise , then 15 is totally oscillatory.
Ž .Proof. Assume that 15 is not totally oscillatory. Then it has a solution
Ž .  Ž . Ž .Tnoneventually trivial, x t  x t , . . . , x t , such that, for some real1 n
 4 Ž .value t 
 R and all i 1, . . . , n , sgn x t is constant for every t
 t .0 i 0
 4With no loss of generality we may assume that for some i  1, . . . , n one0
Ž .has x t  0 for every t
 t .i 00
Ž . Ž . ŽThe boundedness of the matrix valued functions A t and B t jj j
.  1, . . . , m implies the existence of a real  such that, for any norm  in
n  Ž .  Ž  t.  Ž . Ž .  , t
 0 and j 1, . . . , m, we have x t O e , B t x t r j j
Ž  t.  Ž . Ž .  Ž  t.O e , and A t x t r O e . Then we can conclude that bothj j
m
u t  x t  B t x t Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j j
j1
Ž .  Ž .  Ž  t.  Ž .  Ž  t.and its derivative u t are such that u t O e , u t O e for
Ž . Ž . Ž .t
 0. Therefore the Laplace transforms of x t , u t , and u t are all well
Ž .defined for every real 
 . Moreover for the Laplace transforms of x t
Ž .and u t ,
 

 t 
 tX 
  e x t dt , U 
  e u t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
t t0 0
respectively, we have for every real 
 ,
m 

 t
U 
  u t  
X 
  
 e B t x t  dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H0 j j
t0j1
m m 

 t x t  B t x t    e A t x t r dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý H0 j 0 0 j j j
t0j1 j1
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For j 1, . . . , m, and every real 
 , each one of the n components
of the vectors
 

 t 
 te A t x t r dt , e B t x t  dt ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H Hj j j j
t t0 0
is sum of n terms like


 tc t e x t  dt ,Ž . Ž .H i j
t0
Ž .where i 1, . . . , n,   r or  , and c t denotes, respectively, an entry ofj j j
Ž . Ž . Ž 
 t Ž ..the matrix function A t or B t . Since sgn e x t r is constant forj j i j
every t
 t , by an extension of the first mean value theorem, there exists0
a real number c such that
 

 t 
 tc t e x t  dt c e x t  dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hi j i j
t t0 0
Thus for j 1, . . . , m, there exist n-by-n real matrices, A , B , such thatj j
A 	 A 	 A , B 	 B 	 B , andj j j j j j
m m 

 t 
 te B t x t  dt B e x t  dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH Hj j j j
t t0 0j1 j1
m m 

 t 
 te A t x t r dt A e x t r dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH Hj j j j
t t0 0j1 j1
Then through a change of variables, we obtain, for every real 
 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .that  
 X 
   
 , where
m m

 
 rj j 
  
 I B e  A e ,Ž . Ý Ýj jž /
j1 j1
m
t0
 
 tj 
  
 B e e x t dt x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Hj 0
t 0 jj1
m m
t0
 r 
 tj B t x t    A e e x t dt .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Hj 0 0 j j
t r0 jj1 j1
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 Ž .Since det  
  0, for every real 
, by making  
   
  
 , we
Ž . Ž .have for every real 
 , X 
  
 .
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Ž .1 Ž . Ž . Ž .Taking  
 Adj 
 det  
 , notice that det  
 can be writ-
ten as an exponential polynomial of the type
N

m jP 
  Q 
 e , 16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
j1
Ž . n Ž .where P 
 is a polynomial having 
 as a higher order term, the Q 
j
are polynomials with degree less than or equal to n, the m are nonzeroj
2m-tuples of nonnegative integers, and m   means the inner product ofj
Ž . Ž .m with   , . . . ,  , r , . . . , r . Since det  
  as 
,j 1 m 1 m
Ž .one must have then det  
  as 
. This enables us to
Ž .conclude the existence of some 	 0 such that 1det  
 	 1, for every
Ž .
	  . On the other hand each term of the adjugate matrix, Adj 
 , of
Ž . Ž . 
 , is also an exponential polynomial like 16 where now the polynomi-
Ž . Ž .als P 
 and Q 
 have independent degrees. Thus we can conclude thej
   Ž . Ž 
 1. Žexistence of  ,   0, such that Adj 
 O e 
1 2
 .   nn  Ž .  Ž 
 2 . Ž  . , 0 , for any norm  of  , and  
 O e 
  , 0 ,
  n Ž .for every norm  in  . Thus  
 is an analytic function all over the
Ž .  real line, which equals X 
 at least for 
 , and such that for

 0 Ž .       , e  
 is a bounded function on  ,  .0 1 2
Ž .Considering the Laplace transform, X 
 , of the component functioni0
Ž . Ž .x t of x t , its abscissa of convergence, 	  	 , and the i -com-i i 00 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  ponent  
 of  
 one has X 
  
 , for every real 
  , ,i i i i0 0 0 0 and proceeding as in 8 one obtains a contradiction.
EXAMPLE 3. Let
d
x t  B t x t 1  A t x t 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
dt
where
12  1 1t 1
A t  and B t  .Ž . Ž . 3 t1 1  e3 22
With respect to the theorem before, we have
2 1 2 0
A , A ,1 13 32 2
1 1 1 1B , B ,31  1 02
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3and for 1	 a	 0,  	 b	 0,2
2 a 1 1A , and B ,1 3 1 b2
it is
3 3
 A max  ,3 a Ž .1 ½ 52 2
5
   4B max 2, 1 b 	 .1 2
Therefore
7 3
   1 B 	  e e  A r  ,Ž . Ž .1 12 2
5 e  e
   B 	  log 3e  log re  A ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 12 2 r
and Theorem 2 enables us to conclude that the system above is totally
oscillatory.
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